Acton Fair Tractor Pull Rules & Regulations
1. No alcoholic beverages in or around the pulling area.
2. Operator must stay in seat, be in full control of his/her tractor, operate in a safe manner
at all times & assume responsibility for any accidents or negligence,
3. Wheelie bars are mandatory on all tractors built to NATPA specs
4. All farm tractors 1965 or older, standard agriculture tread tires, set for forward
rotation, no duals, studs, chains or four wheel drive allowed.
5. Non turbo, naturally aspirated engines only.
6. No shifting during pull (TA-Amplitorque etc) (Cone will be set at a predetermined
distance, any horn after cone will be a disqualification.
7. 3.5 mph speed limit for stock antiques
8. All 12 mph tractors must have a working kill switch
9. King of the Hill weight limit will be announced at drivers meeting and have a 5 mph
speed limit
10. All weights must be securely mounted. Anything falling off during pull will result in
disqualification. Suitcase weight are allowed.
11. Tractors must be in neutral and operators hands off controls while being hooked and
unhooked
12. All tractors must have working brakes
13. Front weights shall not exceed 11” beyond center of rear axle
14. Pulling order will be assigned at registration
15. Tractors with 2-3 point hitch must have drawbar secured with stabilizer bar or pins to
secure drawbar in a fixed position
16. Maximum drawbar height is 20” to top of fixed hitch. (Clevis is not a fixed hitch)
17. Minimum 18” center of axle to hook point and a 3” hole for hook
18. No passengers allowed anywhere on the grounds
19. ¾” clevis and hardware required for tractors 7000 lbsand under. Should be able to
accept the larger hook the sleds have now.
20. 1” clevis and hardware required for tractors 8000 lbsand over. No tow hooks allowed
21. Operator must start and stop on signal of judges
22. All judges decisions are final
23. Speed limits begin when the front of the sled passes the cone
24. Drivers under 18 must have written release form signed by parent/guardian
25. Two hooks per tractor plus king of the hill if available
26. Weigh out required of tractor or will be disqualified.

